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Welcome
The Jardins de Saint-Cloud team is happy to welcome you.

The Appart Hotel les Jardins de Saint-Cloud welcomes 

tourists and professionals looking for short or medium stay 

accommodation in the Paris area. Comfort, amenities, elegance 

of the place, common facilities, everything is thought for you to 

enjoy a comfortable stay.

The Appart Hotel les Jardins de Saint-Cloud is located 

close to the Domaine National de Saint-Cloud, between 

Boulogne-Billancourt and Saint-Cloud. Close to Paris 

and at the heart of all the activities, it is the ideal location 

and establishment for a 4-star stay in the Ile-de-France region.

We are at your disposal to ensure that your stay takes place in 

the best conditions.

Please feel free to ask us any questions you may have that are 

not answered in this booklet.



The apartments
The Appart Hotel Les Jardins de Saint-Cloud offers 62 fully equipped studios and apartments. 
You will find there the standing of a 4-star hotel and the charm of a contemporary decoration. 
The layout, equipment and comfort ensure that you will be able to compose the ideal stay in 
the Paris region, whether for a short or long stay.
We do everything we can to make your home a space where it ’s good to live.

PRM Welcome Crockery included Desk/ coffee table Laundry

Ironing facilities 
available

Check-in: 4pm
Check-out: 11am

Wifi Video surveillance of the 
common areas of the hotel

Comfortable 
bedding

TelevisionNo smoking

Common services
OUR SMALL ATTENTIONS TO YOU



Classic Studio
This Classic studio apartment is your ideal base for a stay near to Paris. You will feel at home 
in this cocoon. All the facilities will allow you to stay serenely in the heart of the Parisian region.  
You won’t be able to resist the vast, elegant, bright, well-appointed bathroom, everything you 
need to feel at home in a classic studio in the Jardins de St Cloud. 

2 people - Bed 140 - 24 to 30 m²

Comfort Studio
2 people - Bed 160 ou 2x90  - 28 to 37 m²
The Comfort studio is ideal for a stay in Saint-Cloud: space, well-being, elegance, numerous 
services. You will be ideally installed in a pleasant apartment, with modern equipment and a 
large bathroom. Its layout and facilities will allow you to relax and enjoy yourself in complete 
tranquillity. The difference is also made at the level of the bed, which is wider for even more 
comfort.

The Executive studio offers you everything you need for an impeccable stay. In a hushed 
atmosphere, made of wood and soothing colours, you will come to find peace and quiet after 
your day in the Paris region. This appartment have a lounge area with a sofa bed that can 
accommodate 2 extra people, and enough storage space to settle comfortably and durably.

Executive Studio
Up to 4 people - Bed 160 or 2x90  - 35 to 45 m² - Lounge area



Les Jardins de Saint Cloud have at heart to place you at the centre of all their attentions. 
For one night or for a month, the quality of the services offered will leave you with a memorable 
memory of your stay. 

Our Services 

Breakfast

Catering

You will enjoy a continental buffet. Coffees, teas, pastries, fruit salad, selection of cereals, 
cold cuts, cheeses, yoghurt, eggs, everything is there to delight you. Breakfast is at your 
disposal from 6.30 a.m. to 10 a.m. during the week and 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. on weekends.

We provide you with a fast food offer adapted to the health context. To order your meal,  you 
can reach the reception.

Free and unlimited 
Wifi

Pets
10€/animal/night

Parking 
nearby

Check-in: 4pm
Check-out: 11am

Protective measure 
Hygiene

Your benefits
ALWAYS DOING MORE FOR YOU



Les Jardins de Saint Cloud invite you inside the spa, fitness and swimming pool areas in the best 
health and safety conditions. For this, the opening hours are as follows:

Wellness

Everything has been thought out to design the place where you will come to enjoy yourself 
around the water. The pool itself, thanks to its architecture, will leave you with a memorable 
memory. The frame, between wood and marble, designed for rest, gives you access to 
ergonomic deckchairs and armchairs where you will enjoy spending time.

Indoor swimming pool

Fitness
The fitness room invites you every day to a workout. With the classic weight room equipment 
such as treadmill, rowing machine, exercise bike or weights at your disposal, you will keep in 
Olympic shape in a pleasant setting.

You will have the choice between the great classics that are Californian, Thai or sports. In a 
relaxing environment, your massage will be a pure moment of well-being and relaxation.

Massages à la carte

Fitness
8.30am - 8pm

Swimming-pool
8.30am - 8pm

Massage
on demand



Your Stay
This is your home.
Forget about impersonal hotels, those where you adapt to the comfort, facilities and services 
offered on site. Whatever type of stay you are looking for, the Appart Hôtel des Jardins de 
Saint-Cloud adapts to your presence to make it easy to live, pleasant, and correspond to 
you in every way.
Its location close to all transport routes means that you can reach the most touristy areas in 
just a few minutes. 

Tourist stay
An apartment to meet your expectations
The comfort of the rooms, the quality of the proposed services, the ideal location to have 
the capital within reach, everything contributes to make your stay a unique, natural and 
unforgettable moment.

Whether you already know Paris by heart or are coming to the capital for the first time, there is 
no doubt that Les Jardins de Saint-Cloud is the ideal Appart Hotel.



Welcome to your home.
 Numerous accommodation options are available to suit all your needs and the length of your 
trip for your long stays in the Paris region. For a training, a transfer or a professional promotion, 
the hotel residence will be your point of reference.

Short professional stay
An establishment designed for business travel.
The Jardins de Saint-Cloud has a very particular attention for the reception of professionals 
travelling in the Paris region. For a short stay, the time of a training, a seminar or a replacement, 
the Appart Hôtel Saint Cloud provides a perfectly equipped, functional and pleasant studio.

Long professional stay

Special offers
For any long stay, price packages are available that allow you to benefit from 
numerous advantages. Do not hesitate to contact the reception team on the page 
provided for this purpose or by telephone on 01 41 12 32 00.
 



Visit  Paris 
Paris at the foot of your Appart Hotel

Your Appart Hôtel Saint-Cloud is the perfect pied-à-terre to come and visit Paris. 
Whether you stay for a weekend or spend several days in the capital and 
its region, you’ll find the Jardins de Saint-Cloud the ideal setting to discover, 
marvel, recharge your batteries and leave with memories full in your head.
In the immediate vicinity of the capital, with all means of Parisian transport at the door of your 
Appart Hôtel, the Jardins de Saint-Cloud is the ideal starting point for your sightseeing outings.

Find all activities to do near the hotel on our website : www.lesjardinsdesaintcloud.fr on the 
Tourism page or directly at reception.



Coming to the Appart Hotel
Your Appart Hotel near Paris is located in the immediate vicinity of almost all means of transport 
in the capital such as bus, metro, tram and the ring road for those travelling by car. International 
train stations and airports are only half an hour away from your studio. This makes it an ideal 
location to discover Paris by day or night.

Motorway, tramway, ring road, bus, train stations and Parisian airports are a maximum of 30 
minutes away from the residence.

The tramway (T2, stop parc de Saint-Cloud)
The metro (line 10, stop pont de Saint-Cloud)
Bus (52, 72, 126, 175, 160 and 467, stop Parc de Saint-Cloud)

Major roads (A13, N186...) 

Gare du Nord : 25 minutes - Gare de Lyon : 20 minutes
Gare d’Austerlitz : 20 minutes - Gare Montparnasse : 20 minutes 

Orly Airport : 20 minutes
CDG Airport: 30 minutes



15, rue Dantan
92210 Saint-Cloud

Tél : +33  1 41 12 32 00
Email : direction@lesjardinsdesaintcloud.fr

www.lesjardinsdesaintcloud.fr


